opportunities are obviously a lucrative alternative revenue stream for a program that reportedly costs $2.84 million to produce per episode but Mad Men's popularity is more than a marketing initiative. 5 It has had knowing homages from TV stalwarts
Sesame Street and The Simpsons and spawned the Unofficial Mad Men Cookbook and
Mad Men--inspired Halloween costumes, cocktail parties and theme weddings. All these attest to the show's status as a social meme. When the show returned to television for its fifth season early in 2012 the story made frontpage news.
Yet, not everyone is crazy for Mad Men. The show's ability to generate consumer heat has been interpreted by some television and cultural critics as direct evidence of its weakness as genuine television art. Mad Men has been accused by some of being primarily interested in selling audiences on the 1960s, trading consumer nostalgia for genuine historicity. Mark Greif, writing for the London Review of Books, remarks, for example:
The actresses are beautiful, the Brilliantine in the men's hair catches the light, and everyone and everything is photographed as if in stills for a fashion spread. The show's '1950s' is a strange period that seems to stretch from the end of World War Two to 1960, the year the action begins. The less you think about the plot the more you are free to luxuriate in the low sofas and Eames chairs, the gunmetal desks and geometric ceiling tiles and shiny IBM typewriters. Not to mention the lush costuming: party dresses, skinny brown ties, angora cardigans, vivid blue suits and ruffled peignoirs, captured in the pure dark hues and wide lighting ranges that Technicolor never committed to film. 6 According to Greif, Mad Men devotes itself to the pursuit of a nostalgic style at the expense of genuine attempts to grapple with the legacy of the past. He takes exception, for instance, to the way the show invites the audience to take pleasure in 'looking at' the past, even while it draws attention to the many undesirable aspects of that history (for example, sexism, racism and homophobia). Grief believes this only gratifies audiences by presenting them with artfully constructed scenes of people looking good while doing the wrong thing. This suspicion regarding the popularity of Mad Men is shared by Daniel Mendelsohn, who, in an essay for the New York Review of Books in 2011, proposed that the audience's delight at and enjoyment VOLUME18 NUMBER2 SEP2012 226 of the show's mid--century aesthetics demonstrates a failure to fully conceive the significance of the past. Mendelsohn accounts for this by noting: most of the people who are so addicted to the show are either younger adults, to whom its world represents, perhaps, an alluring historical fantasy of a time before the present era's seemingly endless prohibitions against pleasures once taken for granted (casual sex, careless eating, excessive drinking, and incessant smoking); or younger baby boomerspeople in their forties and early fifties who remember, barely, the show's 1960s setting, attitudes, and look. 7 Mad Men's appeal to this demographic, Mendelsohn suggests, is an example of inauthentic nostalgia: only those who cannot remember the period would long to return there, and only then because they are lured by a world made of appealing surfaces. This downgrading of Mad Men from serious drama to nostalgic fantasy is a recurrent critical strategy among a certain strand of reviewers keen to distinguish themselves from the popular hype. In another review, this time for the online magazine Slate, Patrick Radden Keefe expresses a more equivocal anxiety. While still enjoying the show's artful design, he worries the use of historical artefacts serves to reinforce an ephemeral present rather than consolidate historically grounded understanding of the past: Mad Men is 'a delicious but ultimately meaningless immersion in style over substance'. 8 Can there be more to the audience's enjoyment of Mad Men's use of costume and design than empty gratification? If Mad Men emphasised other non--material aspects of history in order to transport its audience back in time, would it be regarded as a more genuine and serious attempt to grapple with history, rather than an exercise in retrogressive consumer nostalgia? In this essay I want to suggest an approach to understanding audience excitement for Mad Men's representation of the mid twentieth century that goes beyond the typical explanation of 'style over substance'. Readings of Mad Men which propose the show's foregrounding of material artefacts from the past is simply an exercise in window dressing impose a false binary, implying that any element of style cannot have substantive impact on the meaning of a text. These readings also assume that interest in the past, and particularly in the material culture of the past, is symptomatic of a conservative and superficial nostalgia, implying that historicity is the only acceptable mode of engaging with the past, and that taking pleasure in looking back stems from a desire to disassociate oneself from the present.
Mad Men is not the first media text to be accused of trivialising history for the sake of gratifying audiences. The popularity of heritage films and period pieces such as those produced by Merchant Ivory in the 1980s were criticised by film scholars for curating a 'museum aesthetic' that spoke to audiences in search of self--approving cultural elevation rather than accurate, deep engagements with history. 9 
Joseph
Hipsky observes of such films, for example, that '[c]ritics regularly toast their … sophisticated themes and gorgeous landscapes, architecture, and costumes.
Reviewers celebrate their work as "highly literary" … even as marketers of styleclothing, accessories, design, interior decoration, architecture-borrow from their … fashions.' 10 The implicit conclusion here is that such responses are inappropriate. A good historical film must not set a social trend. Period--specific details may be impressive, but they ought not be the focus of serious art. shops?' 12 In this respect Mad Men serves a function beyond water cooler conversation, it has become, in the words of sociologist Ann Deslandes, 'the exemplary current pop culture platform for the vintage aesthetic'. 13 This effect owes much to the show's creator and head writer, Matthew Weiner. Weiner earned himself a reputation early in the show's production for his tendency to focus obsessively on the material accuracy of his show. Much has been made, for instance, of his insistence that the fruit that was to adorn a kitchen countertop had to be replaced because its size and shape betrayed its origins in the twenty--first century. 14 Such scrupulous attention to detail has made Weiner a subject of fascination to the media who have used anecdotes like these to construct a sketch of a man with an almost autistic auteurism. In one interview, the journalist makes much of the fact that Weiner, having 'one grandfather in the fur business, the other in shoes', has a connoisseur's pedigree, as if this ancestry made Weiner destined to be a fastidious reader of material culture. 15 Mad Men is not the originator of the cultural fashion for the past but serves as a noteworthy example of the increasingly mainstream popularity for vintage consumption. The writers for AMC's website have even formulated their own awkward verb to describe this: 'to Mad Men oneself'. 16 At the official website fans can play a game that presents a cartoon version of themselves to be styled in costumes typical of the era and the program: the old--fashioned, new 'you' can sip from martini glasses, smoke cartoon cigarettes, set a silk scarf at a jaunty angle while toting leopard--skin luggage and, when complete, the finished look can be set against a favourite Mad Men scene and downloaded. While the myriad cross--marketing opportunities that have presented themselves mean it is possible to 'Mad Men yourself' virtually, or in the local mall, the real pleasure-a pleasure the show itself demonstrates; and to which its significant production budget testifies-is to be found in the collection and curatorship of vintage originals. This means circumventing the mall in favour of second--hand shopping locations: charity shops, antique stores, garage sales, or car boot markets.
Even ten years ago old goods that were 'antiquated yet vaguely familiar' would have been described as 'retro,' but in recent years, as habits of global consumerism have changed, the word 'vintage' has gradually achieved widespread cultural currency. 17 Borrowed from its use in wine terminology, anything now described as vintage connotes the application of principles of connoisseurship regarding the consumption, presentation, care and preservation of old objects. Vintage shopping places emphasis on the second--hand item as having value for the consumer according to its age, rather than pre--possession (thus removing some of the stigma otherwise attached to second--hand goods). Vintage items retain, in the words of sociologist Grant McCracken, their 'patina'-a property of goods by which their age becomes a key index of their status. 18 Many of the activities associated with retro and vintage consumption are the same (visiting particular locations, using particular language and specific knowledge); however, where the term retro emphasises the consumer's approach or philosophy of 'looking back in order to move forward' the more recent term vintage emphasises the expertise of the consumer in applying this approach. 19 If the popularity of earlier period dramas like those produced by Merchant Ivory was attributed to their construction of a 'museum aesthetic' for their viewers, Mad Men's popularity might be attributed to its production of a vintage aesthetic: presenting mid--century America as an emporium of carefully selected, highly desirable items, the appreciation of which can affirm one's accumulation of cultural and social capital.
There is, as Peter Brook notes in his essay on melodrama, 'a drama of morality' attached to objects. 20 We trade them for emotions, for freedom from guilt, for self--esteem, for a sense of identity. A growing number of scholars of consumer culture are now taking note of the drama of morality that dominates the consumption of VOLUME18 NUMBER2 SEP2012 230 mass produced artefacts today. Consumer habits such as second--hand shopping, foraging and local, fair--trade and free--range consumption movements are being studied as evidence of new modes of 'ethical consumption'. 21 One of the most interesting of these moral moves has been the revaluation of artefacts of the past, especially items that originate in the era of burgeoning industrial production of the 1940s, '50s and '60s. In studies of re--consumption of music, fashion, design, furniture, cuisine and even pastimes from earlier cultures, new consumers express the belief that this work constitutes a demonstration of personal values regarding the recuperative possibilities available within consumer culture. 'In a post--industrial world, an object's provenance and aesthetic quality and design history hold more influence than its mere novelty' notes Adrian Franklin: 'Objects with tangible histories of production compare favourably to those created now which have a sort of absence of origin.' 22 Old items are desirable not only because they represent an alternative to the present but, more particularly, because they represent an alternative to contemporary modes of consumption and production. As Arjun Appadurai describes, contemporary globalised consumption is serious work for consumers:
the labor of reading ever--shifting fashion messages, the labor of debt servicing, the labor of learning how best to manage newly complex domestic finances, and the labor of acquiring knowledge in the complexities of money management. This labor is not principally targeted at the production of commodities but is directed at producing the conditions of consciousness in which buying can occur … Every housewife knows that 'housekeeping' is work, as real as any other. We are all housekeepers now, laboring daily to practice the disciplines of purchase in a landscape whose temporal structures have become radically polyrhythmic. 23 For those who choose to consume vintage, this consciousness is further augmented by the labour of evaluation which involves comparing the relative benefits and deficits of consumer practices, present and past, and the labour of investment, constructing the personal stories attached to the object as is now used and as it once was. Vintage shopping thus requires a form of 'double discipline': the regulation of one's desires in relation to old things as they are now and as they once were. The search for 'quality and value' that is the classic hallmark of consumer expertise is extended in vintage shopping to become qualities and values: the discipline of the imagination that can link desire for old commodities because of their apparent novelty in the present with fantasy and nostalgia for a better kind of consumption.
For vintage consumers this is serious and often politically, socially and culturally complex work: the past may serve as a 'renewable resource' but this is no guarantee that it is always ethically sound. 24 It is instructive to observe that just as critics of Decorator: We discussed this for months, and we decided antiques were expected. Look around! You have ruined the whole room. 26 If Betty has ruined the room, she seems unperturbed. By the end of the episode the audience sees the couch, amid modernist designer objects, directly in front of their fireplace (a space the decorator has previously explained is 'the soul of our home'), with Betty comfortably ensconced upon its soft, pink folds. If the modern object embodies the technologically sophisticated and progressive aspirations of the mid--century, Betty's attraction to the antique Victorian sofa reveals a desire to reintroduce some aspect of the past into her modern life. She longs for an object that will connect her to an old (imagined) life; the life of Victorian ladies, with which she senses some connection.
When the decorator curses her romantic infatuation with antiques as wholly too 'expected', modern audiences might sympathise with Betty's desire for something vintage to connect her to an estranged but fascinating past. Betty's desire to bring the antique sofa into the modern living space demonstrates precisely the kind of idiosyncratic labour required for vintage consumption. Vintage goods are valuable to the consumer to the degree that they represent a 'better option', even when the political and social realities represented by these goods are highly problematic. At first glance, Betty's choice seems to demonstrate nothing more than her naive bad taste, but through the context in which her fainting couch is discovered (out on what is effectively a 'platonic' date with another man at a time in her life when it seems that everything is on the brink of change) it is clear that her attachment to the fainting couch has little to do with aesthetics and everything to do with how the imagined history of the object connects with her own experiences in the present. Betty's decision to place a sofa that represents female constriction and frustration in the centre of an otherwise thoroughly modern living room creates an aesthetic dissonance that cannot be ignored. The past, despite its many shortcomings, promises the secure territory that the future doesn't offer a housewife.
In the episode's foregrounding of the role of material objects, audiences are instructed to pay attention to the alternative discourse that takes place between items and spectators. The fainting couch is no mere expected antique but an object expression of sublimated and conflicting desires for a more traditional past and a liberated, rebellious future. As Kate Bollick observes, Weiner and his set designers are signposting to audiences the metaphoric language of period objects and the significance they possess beyond their immediate function:
What Weiner is saying with his impeccable sets is that all of these seemingly superficial material things-the god--awful antiques we inexplicably fall for, the 'tasteful' end tables and sofas selected for us by paid experts-are legitimate expressions of who we are. Critical responses to Mad Men which fault the show because 'it proceeds, for the most part, like a soap opera' ignore the potential meaning and substance to be found in the show's use of objects. For these critics the use of historically accurate props and costumes can only be used to create authentic 'signs of the times' but can never offer a commentary on the social and cultural phenomena equal to 'believable conflicts between personality and situation'. 28 Despite these complaints, there exists a substantial body of film scholarship that draws attention to the way in which props and costumes are foregrounded in costume films, period pieces and melodramas (film genres often maligned for their conservative politics and nostalgic social discourses). In analysing such genres, scholars point to the alternative narratives that are established via the metaphoric language of period objects and actions. Often, as Sue Harper notes, 'the spectator is aware that objects possess a excluded from their exact codified meaning'. 29 In her essay on the phenomenon of retro shopping, Kaja Silverman observes how consumers use second--hand shopping as way to engage with the past.
Silverman suggests that retro is not evidence of contemporary amnesia or a straightforward nostalgia, but is, rather, a practice that demonstrates how the past exists through textual traces in a cultural and ideological conversation with the present. She describes retro shopping as a dialogue between consumers and clothes; a private conversation exclusive of the official narratives of history. Such habits present a challenge to the usual understanding of time and textuality: shoppers do not approach artefacts from the past as part of any objective history to be found in textbooks but as personal items connected to highly subjective histories of use. As In Frederic Jameson's influential theory of postmodern nostalgia the historical past was replaced by fashionable and glossy pastness; actual memories of the past substituted with cultural stereotypes which come in turn to constitute the memories of pop culture consumers. In this view, nostalgia ceases to be an emotion tied to real experience and becomes a media mode-a stylistic simulation because the past has become fundamentally estranged. 31 However, recent historians of nostalgia have shown persuasively that it is possible to consume a past that is not one's own without falling into the 'trap' of postmodern simulacra. Conventional conceptions of nostalgia stress the personal aspect of the phenomenon, assuming the fantasy of nostalgia stems inevitably from some fragment of actual experience. Fred Davis' sociological study of nostalgia articulates this common understanding: the weight of testimony seems to suggest … that the past which is the object of the nostalgia must in some fashion be a personally experienced past rather than one drawn solely, for example, from chronicles, almanacs, history books, memorial tablets, or, for that matter legend. (Can I be nostalgic for the Ganges, a place I have never seen, or you for the Crusades, a time when you have never lived?) 32 Davis implies that the answer is no, yet there now exists a wealth of evidence that as an affect and a cultural style nostalgia has become divorced from a necessary concept of personal loss-objects and images of and from the past can be understood in other ways that aren't necessarily to do with first--hand yearning. In Svetlana Boym's The Future of Nostalgia, the author identifies a form of 'reflective' nostalgia that, contrary to traditional configurations which promise to take us 'back home', instead prioritises the individual experience of longing and loss, emphasising the imperfect process of remembrance and the ultimate unknowability of the past.
Boym explains:
Re-flection suggests new flexibility, not the reestablishment of stasis. The focus here is not on recovery of what is perceived to be an absolute truth but on the meditation on history and passage of time … Reflective nostalgia cherishes shattered fragments of memory and temporalizes space … It reveals that longing and critical thinking are not opposed to one another, as affective memories do not absolve one from compassion, judgment or critical reflection. 33 This kind of nostalgia is not conservative, does not constrict meaning: by using the past as an exploratory vehicle through which to understand the inexplicability of our desires and our origins this activity opens out into questions of knowledge and belief, it seeks to explore configurations and conceptions of time and the cultural and social politics by which it is contextualised.
Instead of starting from the assumption that nostalgia is a typically unreflective form of memory, we might say that it gives sensory depth to VOLUME18 NUMBER2 SEP2012 236 our awareness of the other places, times and possibilities that are at once integral to who we are and definitively alien to us. In that sense, nostalgia always has the potential to function as a kind of critical self--consciousness. 34 Rather like Silverman's theory of the dialogue between consumer and object and between past and present in the act of retro shopping, this nostalgic mode is best approached not as naturalised 'home--coming' but as point of departure: an exploration of the creative 'constructed--ness' of personal history. Cooper to discuss how best to promote their new invention, a cartridge for loading slides into home--projectors, Don tells them definitively their product needs a name--change. 'It's not called the Wheel, it's called the Carousel,' he says, sensing that it is not the practical but the emotional aspects of the new product that will count with consumers. 'It lets us travel the way a child travels, round and around and back home again, to a place where we know we are loved.' As he speaks slides of the Draper family are shown-happy, candid portraits of the all--American life. Only the television audience knows the unhappy reality that lurks beneath these projected images of the 'real' life of Don Draper: the secret of Dick Whittaker, a marriage in breakdown and pressures at work. 35 In recognising the value in naming the device 'the Carousel', Don demonstrates that he understands the essential human drive to reclaim and refashion the past according to present day desires and requirements.
Turning 'round and around and back home again' does not mean a literal homecoming (something neither possible nor desirable for a man like Don), but rather the ongoing process by which our past is constructed according to our present desires. Any nostalgic pangs for a lost time or place are self--consciously creative; historical reality and its textual presentation are collapsed-the inescapability of textuality is made apparent, and embraced.
This sense of personal history operating in ongoing 'carousel mode' also illustrates the degree to which new technology comes to influence our understanding of time and experience. The era of digital technology has transformed our ability to access, circulate, and consume the cultural past and this has made memory 'a matter of perpetually reconfigurable random access'. 36 Boym connects the reflective nostalgic mode to the effects of modern day technologies and the cultural and social changes brought about by globalisation:
The ambivalent sentiment permeates twentieth--century popular culture, where technological advances and special effects are frequently used to recreate visions of the past, from the sinking Titanic to dying gladiators and extinct dinosaurs. Somehow progress didn't cure nostalgia but exacerbated it. Similarly, globalization encouraged stronger local attachments. In counterpoint to our fascination with cyberspace and the virtual global village, there is a no less global epidemic of nostalgia, an affective yearning for a community with a collective memory, a longing for continuity in a fragmented world. 37 Indeed, it is not only communities but families that are influenced by this technologically enhanced yearning for collective memory and imagined continuity. If so much of Mad Men is curiously opaque, all inexplicable exteriors and posturing, it occurs to you that this is, after all, how the adult world often looks to children; whatever its blankness, that world, as recreated in the show, feels somehow real to those of us who were kids back then. 39 Mendelsohn considers the popularity of the program, and particularly the popularity of its period aesthetics, might owe something to the fact that it captures the sentiment of those attempting to engage with the world of their parents, using The vintage aesthetic has emerged in a cultural moment in which consumers are able to access, circulate, and reconfigure the textual traces of the past in new and dynamic ways; this involves a reconfiguration of nostalgia, dislocating it from any specific meaning in the past. 40 -NOTES
